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Guest Editorial
Third Triennial Special Issue on
Images in Plasma Science

A

S THE PLASMA phenomena we investigate become
more complex and dynamic, the need for visualization
to fully appreciate those complexities becomes more acute.
Great strides have been made in recent years in developing
experimental imaging technologies and computational methodologies to capture those phenomena. In addition to aiding
in the interpretation of experimentally, computationally, and
theoretically produced data, these images are often works of
art in their own right.
It is my pleasure to present to you the Third Triennial
Special Issue on Images in Plasma Science. The purpose of
the Special Issue is to highlight physically significant plasma
phenomena through the aesthetics of images and visualization.
The Special Issue contains nearly 100 critically unique images
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of plasma phenomena, encompassing the entire spectrum of
plasma sources, pressure regimes and applications. The criteria
for accepting contributions to the Special Issue were that they
not only discuss a significant physics issue, but also that the
images be aesthetically pleasing.
It is our hope that the Special Issue will serve as an introduction for the general public and nonexperts to the imagery of
plasmas, and in doing so, peak their interest in the science and
technology of ionized gases.
I would like to thank K. Collier, whose excellent organizational skills and diligence helped make this issue a success.
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